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WHAT IS AN AUSTRALIAN PRIVATELY HELD BUSINESS REALLY WORTH?

Any examination of the real value of a privately held business in Australia must consider the value that
comparable businesses have actually sold for in the current market.
The Small to Medium privately held business sector represent
over 95% of all businesses in Australia and equates to a Trillion
dollar investment by individuals and Australian families in their
financial future.
Basing the hypothetical value of a small to medium businesses
on business listing prices, unsubstantiated formulas or
anecdotal evidence without consideration of the part that the
“market” plays in setting prices is ignoring the facts.
BizStats™ is a secure database record of settled privately held Business Sales in Australia which is
owned and administered by the Australian Institute of Business Brokers. It is the largest database of
completed private business sales in Australia.
Data is obtained from information supplied by the
Institute’s professional Business Broker Members
nationwide who facilitated the sale of A$3.4 billion*
in settled private business sales in 2012.
The Institute surveys all Members across Australia on
a weekly basis to ascertain the state of the market at
that point in time. This is reflected in real time on the
Institute’s website at www.aibb.com.au by way of the
Market Indicator Gauge.

Screenshot of the AIBB BizStats database

During the 2013* calendar year, AIBB Accredited Business Brokers across Australia achieved the
following KPI’s:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AIBB Members wrote nearly 2,000* Business Sales Contracts
AIBB Members made average Business Sales of A$6,469,927* per Broker
AIBB Members collectively wrote over A$ 2 Billion* in Sales
AIBB Members interviewed over 90,000* Buyers in Face to Face meetings
AIBB Members evaluated over 82,000* Businesses offered for Sale
88.5%* of AIBB Members referred Clients to other Service Providers eg, Finance, Accounting,
Legal and Insurance etc during 2013

For more information about the real values of Small to Medium Businesses in Australia please contact
your local AIBB Business Broker. A full list of Members is contained on our website at:
www.aibb.com.au
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* Figures extrapolated from respondents to the Members Survey 2013

AIBB™ AND THE QUARTERLY SURVEY

The Australian Institute of Business Brokers (AIBB™) is the peak industry body in Australia
representing professional Business Brokers engaged in facilitating the transfer of Ownership in SME
businesses since 1989.
The Institute conducts quarterly surveys of its members across Australia in July, October, January and
April each year to determine the State of the Small to Medium Business marketplace as its Members
are ideally placed to provide an accurate assessment of Market Conditions in this sector.
Actual sales data is drawn from the Institute’s proprietary BizStats™ database of completed business
sales which records details supplied by its Members of completed private business sales across
Australia.
In addition to graduation of the mandatory Certified Practicing Business Broker (CPBB™) training
program required for AIBB Membership, the Institute offers advanced training for members to qualify
to become AIBB Registered Business Valuers (RBV™). RBV™ graduates have gained recognition from
Government, Financiers and Industry stakeholders as being professionally competent and accredited to
value business assets of SME’s in Australia.
SUMMARY OF THE MARCH 2014 QUARTERLY SURVEY

Business confidence which had been lacking during 2013 due to the extended lead up to the Federal
Election re bounded late in the year, however, its fair to say that the 2013 calendar year was the worst
year for SME business Sale for the past 3 years. Greater optimism during the 4th Quarter of 2013
has continued during the 1st Quarter of 2014 with an encouraging increase in activity and renewed
optimism amongst most Business Brokers that this trend will continue during 2014.
Sale prices of businesses have generally held up during this Quarter with the time taken to sell listings
not changing much from the previous quarter.There are more Buyers returning to the market
with more enquiries this quarter but the availability of finance is still a major hurdle to completing
transactions as is the expectations of Vendors regarding pricing.
“We believe that the market for selling businesses will continue to improve during 2014 but bridging
the gap between Buyer and Seller expectations will still challenge the skills of our Members” said Bret
Bowden,Victorian State Chapter President and Chair of the AIBB’s Biz Stats Committee.
Retirement has become the major reason given by Sellers for many businesses being put on the
market so perhaps we are seeing the start of the long predicted transition of the baby boomer
generation. Progress throughout 2014 will tell if this trend continues.
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There has been little evidence this quarter of a business sales swing to cross border/cross region
transaction completion with most sales occurring between parties in their own States and regions.
Also of note during this quarter there appears to have been an almost equal number of purchases
by Corporations rather than Individuals. This could signal the release of pent up demand built during
2013 by Corporations who now feel that the returned political stability and economic environment
provides an opportunity for expansion.
AIBB MEMBER SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

All states and regions were
represented in the responses
to the survey with participation
proportionate to the population
of each state and regions
consistent with previous surveys.

BUSINESS BROKER COMMENTS

Comments made by brokers for the March 2014 quarter included;
“More prudent buyers wanting better quality information.”
“There is a lot of confusion about Government policy and the fiscal changes likely to be included in the
budget.”
“Good if you have exactly what the market wants. More educated purchasers”
“Difficult due to a number of factors i.e. potentially rising unemployment in manufacturing industries, vehicle
manufacturers and some other industries creating uncertainty”
“March has seen some new listings coming in. Businesses over $1m have limited number of buyers”
“More Prospective Buyers about, willing to borrow and dream again about their future. Banks willing to look
at deals again and deals actually getting across the line”
“Buyers are still very cautious and looking for businesses with an acceptable profit return.
Given the market is low in confidence (although improving slowly) it is still very much a buyers market.”
“Depending on the federal budget, we could see a lot of movement throughout this year”
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THE STATE OF THE MARKET IN
AUSTRALIA - THE FACTS
During the March Quarter the Market Indicator Gauge (available for ‘real time’ review at
www.aibb.org.au) remained in the Buyers Market section of the Market Indicator Gauge when reviewing
the national outlook. Sentiment however, was not uniform across the nation. The eastern seaboard
states (see below) indicated that a Buyer Market still prevailed whilst in SA it appears that the market
has returned to a Sellers Market. With business confidence returning we could see a progressive shift
towards the Sellers market later in the year.
Buyer’s Market Indicators:
(a) Where there are more Sellers looking to Sell businesses than there
are Buyers looking to buy businesses.
(b) Buyers have a lot of choice between similar businesses
(c) Buyers are making offers lower than the asking price.
(d) When there is generally only 1 genuine buyer bidder per transaction.
Market Sentiment (Australian Average)

Seller’s Market Indicators:
(a) Where there are more Buyers looking to Buy businesses than there are Sellers looking to sell businesses.
(b) There are very few similar businesses on the market at the same time.
(c) Businesses are selling at or above the asking price.
(d) When there are generally multiple genuine buyer bidders per transaction.

Screenshot of the State-By-State Market Sentiment Guage at close of the survey

AIBB’s 300+ professional Business Brokers across Australia are polled weekly to provide input on activity
by Business Buyers & Sellers. This gauge (above) indicates Real Time market activity across all sectors of
the economy in the SME marketplace in Australia.
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Number of New Listings
For the March quarter 31% of
brokers reported an increase in the
number of new market offerings
with 38 % responding that there had
been no change.These two numbers
reversed the trend evident in the
Q4 of 2013 demonstrating that
Sellers are keen to Sell and at odds
with previous 1st Quarter Surveys
given that many SME owners take
holidays in January. It could be that
this increased Seller activity indicates
that a turn in the market is imminent
in some areas.
Changes in Sale Price
As with the December Quarter
“about the same sale price” was the
most common response reported
from Brokers nationally and at 23%
“a little lower sale price” was the
next largest response.This equates
to 80% overall and when compared
with the December quarter this
indicates that lower prices were paid
by Buyers, and accepted by Sellers
who were keen to meet the market
to reach a deal.
Time Taken to Sell
Businesses
In this Quarter 37% of AIBB Business
Brokers responded that businesses
have taken about the same time to
sell as the previous period with 45%
of brokers responding that it is taking
a little, or a lot longer. It is still taking
too long to sell a business reflecting
Buyer caution, access to capital and a
degree of uncertainty.
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Success Rate in Selling
Businesses
The March quarter has seen a
poorer success rate than Q4 of
2013 with over 40% of brokers
responding that there has been
no change and 24% responding
that their success rate has fallen
indicating market uncertainty
after the optimism following the
national elections last year.

Number of Qualified
Buyers
The number of qualified Buyers
has dropped by around 20%
from the December quarter
perhaps affected by the holiday
period and 32% of AIBB
Brokers saw a decline in qualified
buyer interest.

Factors Restricting
the Ability to Sell
Businesses
The responses from AIBB
Brokers indicates that the
number one factor in this
Quarter restricting Sales to
be pricing expectations of
Sellers. Number two was the
availability of finance and the
third limiting factor was the
ability to get new listings.There
has been little change from the
December quarter indicating
that market expectations are
still not being met by Sellers
desires.
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Access to Finance
No change from the
December quarter. Banks are
still very cautious with business
lending and rely on ‘bricks and
mortar’ asset backing for loans.
Whilst Finance Brokers say
the Financiers are ‘desperate’
to lend funds, there does not
appear to be any relaxation of
the strict lending guidelines.

Outlook for Business
Sales
There has not been any
improvement in outlook for this
quarter as was expected from
the responses in the December
Survey. AIBB Brokers are not
bullish for the next quarter.
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Buyer Demand for Individual Businesses
During Q1 of 2014, which incorporates the Summer Holidays for most Australians, the momentum
shifted to high demand for Import/Export/Distribution businesses.
There were also signs that Food/Hospitality businesses and service related businesses were gaining
favour possibly due to peak exposure in these businesses during the holidays.
Retail, Health & Beauty and Franchises are still in the doldrums in spite of robust spending prior to
Christmas. The Automotive sector is also depressed and many commentators do not expect it to
recover.
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Multiples for businesses sold for less
than $250,000
The ‘buy yourself a job’ segment
We surveyed AIBB Brokers on the multiples of
earnings that businesses sold for in the March
2014 Quarter. For businesses that sold for
under $250,000 (excluding real property) the
multiple ranges of Adjusted Net Profit (PEBITDA
– Proprietors Earnings before Income Tax,
Depreciation and Amortisation) were spread.
One to two times PEBITDA achieved the primary
indicator (47%) of pricing with just under half
(at 20% and 23% respectively) being in the 2-3
times or below 1 times ranges.This is in contrast
to Q4 2013 where the range was more evenly
spread indicating that Buyers are becoming more
discerning and high risk, low security businesses,
irrespective of a low price, are loosing popularity.

Multiples for businesses sold between
$250,000-$1,000,000
The mainstream small business segment
We surveyed AIBB Brokers on the multiples of
earnings that businesses sold for in the March
2014 Quarter. For businesses that sold for
between $250,000 and $1,000.000 (excluding real
property) the multiple ranges of Adjusted Net
Profit (PEBITDA – Proprietors Earnings before
Income Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation) were
spread.
The survey indicated that activity was almost
even at 18% and 19% for this pricing indicator
in the 1 - 2 times and 2 – 3 times PEDITDA
ranges. This could indicates that Buyers are
looking more closely at business fundamentals
but may be inclined to pay a little more to secure
the businesses of greater potential for growth
with security. Q2 2014 will indicate if this trend is
endemic or a blip of optimism.
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Multiples for businesses sold between $1.0$4.0 million
The elite small business segment
As the size and value of businesses increase , the basis of their
valuation typically changes from an earnings figure before
the Owners salary (PEBITDA) to an earnings after market
based remuneration to the Owners. We have used EBITDA
– Earnings before Income Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation
to reflect this.
The most common multiple recorded was 19% for 2-3 times
earnings closely followed by 3 - 4 times earnings at 18%.This
largely reflects the ‘standard’ of between 2-4 times EBITDA
based on Profitability, Risk and Return on Investment in this
sector that has been maintained for a number of Quarters.
We continue to see Sellers and their Advisors confusing the
earnings figure on which to value their business and ignoring
the Return on Investment and the place the ‘market’ plays in
setting the price.

Multiples for businesses sold for more than
$4.0 million
The lower mid market segment
For the lower Middle Market segment of business sales the
market range are more diversely spread as these sale are
invariably B2B sales where the focus is increasingly on what
the business is ‘worth’ strategically to the acquiring party
rather than to the ‘market’ as a whole.
Typically, lower middle market businesses trade at higher
multiples than the elite small business sector reflecting the
strategic nature of acquisitions.
The survey reflected that 22% of pricing indicators appeared
in the 3 – 4 earnings multiple during this quarter.This appears
to reflect on increasing optimism in these larger businesses
as to the opportunities for expansion and growth now that
the political landscape has settled and external economies
important to world trade appear to be growing albeit slowly.
It will be interesting to see what impact the Federal Budget
due to be tabled during the 2nd Quarter 2014 will have on
this renewed optimism.
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Reasons For Sale
We have expanded our survey of
AIBB Brokers to include the ‘Reasons
for Sale’ given by Sellers looking to
test the market during this Quarter
as it can indicate motivations and
transitional shifts in the economy.
Responses overwhelmingly indicate
that Retirement was the number one
reason given for business divestment.
This should come as no surprise as
we are at the leading edge of Baby
Boomer retirement outcomes.
Health and Burnout were the next two
key motivators no doubt reflecting the
difficult trading conditions during 2013.

Location of Buyers to Sellers
We have expanded our survey of
AIBB Brokers to include the location
of the businesses they sell relative
to the location of buying parties.
This information can be useful in
determining overseas investment
in the sector as opposed to ‘home’
investment .
Our survey indicated that 86% of
our Members have dealt with Local
(Australian based) Buyers and Sellers
in sales made during this quarter.
A small percentage of Buyers relative
to Sellers were from out of state and
an even smaller percentage of Buyers
relative to Sellers were from overseas
putting paid to the claim that Overseas
Buyers are “lining up’ to purchase
businesses in the ‘Lucky Country’.
Sellers in particular should be careful of
accepting advice around this ‘myth’.
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Who Are The Buyers?
We have also expanded our survey of AIBB
Brokers to indicate the makeup of Buyers in
the current market to determine if there is any
correlation between the number of Individuals Vs
Corporations buying businesses.
The survey indicates a near 50/50 split between
Individual and Corporate buyers during the
Quarter.
Given the number of Small Businesses in Australia
(including Sole Traders) and the number of those
entities Incorporated, this is a surprising result.
We would have imagined in volume terms that
there would have been over Double the number
of Individuals Vs Corporate entities buying
businesses in this overall market.
This could reflect access to capital issues or
seasonal factors (Q1 is Summer Holidays for most
individuals) which further Surveys will reveal.

All Media Enquiries
Please Contact Doug Wiles, AIBB Client Services Officer on (02) 9431 8679 or info@aibb.org.au
© Australian Institute of Business Brokers 2014. All Rights Reserved.
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AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS BROKERS
PO Box 576, Crows Nest NSW 1585
Freecall 1300 79 66 67
Phone 02 9431 8679
Fax
02 9431 8677
Email
info@aibb.org.au
AIBB - Education & Training To Raise Professional Standards

www.aibb.org.au
TWITTER
@AibbInfo

LINKEDIN
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